
Researchers at the University of Minnesota have linked

the family of Abraham Lincoln with a genetic mutation that

causes a variety of spinocerebellar ataxia. The findings were

published in the scientific journal Nature Genetics in January.

Lead author Laura Ranum, Ph.D., and her coinvestigators

have demonstrated how the SCA5 mutation affects the

function of a protein called a glutamate transporter that

normally regulates how much stimulation neurons in the 

brain receive. Failure to control this stimulation damages

neurons and is what likely causes the death of the cerebellum cells in these patients.

With the loss of enough of these cells, patients lose the ability to control the movements of their

legs, arms, and eyes.

Ranum, a professor of genetics, cell biology, and development and a member of the Institute of

Human Genetics at the University of Minnesota, took part in the discovery of the SCA1 mutation and

has discovered the genes for several other ataxias and neurodegenerative disorders.

In 1992 Ranum first met Lincoln family members afflicted with the disease. “It was obvious that

the family had something different than SCA1,” she recalls. “They had a milder disease.” They retained 

their mobility longer, lived longer, and suffered less severe cerebellar degeneration.

After a newspaper reporter in Louisville wrote a story about the ataxia among Lincoln’s kin, another

offshoot of the family that descended from President Lincoln’s aunt Mary contacted Ranum. The

identification of this second branch of the family meant that President Lincoln’s paternal grandfather

or grandmother must have also had the disease.

In 1994, the U of M team mapped the gene to chromosome 11 and named the disease SCA5.

With funding from the National Institutes of Health, the Bob Allison Ataxia Research Center, the

Minnesota Medical Foundation, and the National Ataxia Foundation, Ranum and members of her 

lab studied DNA samples derived from the blood of the Lincoln family members. The investigation

was particularly difficult because the mutated gene fell near a region of chromosome 11 called a

“centromere” that tends to stick together. Continued on page 3
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With more baseball stars, a bigger program,

and a higher profile than predecessor Major

League Fare, the first-ever Diamond Awards

raised a record amount of money for ataxia

research at the University of Minnesota. Last

year’s event netted $207,000 for the Bob Allison

Ataxia Research Center, while this year’s

Diamond Awards brought in even more, with

projected net proceeds of $212,000.

On top of that, Minnesota Twins owner 

Carl Pohlad was so inspired by the night’s

program and the Allison family’s commitment

to ataxia that he announced a donation of

$500,000 on behalf of the Carl and Eloise Pohlad

Family Foundation.

The Diamond Awards, held January 26 at

The Historic Depot in Minneapolis, included 

an awards ceremony, dinner, silent auction,

and reception where guests could mingle with

Minnesota baseball greats. The celebration of

baseball was a team effort of the Twin Cities

chapter of the Baseball Writers Association of

America, Minnesota Twins, and BAARC.

Among the awards handed out that night

was the first-ever Bob Allison Award. The

award —for the Twins player who exhibits 

the most determination, hustle, tenacity,

competitive spirit, and leadership—went to

backup catcher Mike Redmond.

High-profile baseball event raises record amount
for ataxia research
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Board News

But in 2005, after years of searching, the

group found what they had long been seeking:

the specific mutation responsible for the Lincoln

family’s ataxia. “Any family member with the

gene will develop ataxia, if they live long enough,”

Ranum says. “And their children have a 50 percent

chance of getting it, too.”

Ranum’s work opened the door to an entirely

new cause of ataxia and suggests a new approach

to studying the effect of genetic mutations on

the brain. “The discovery of this mutation

supports the idea that over-excitation of the

nerve cells is part of what’s going on in ataxia,

and that similarly damaged cells are possibly

connected to ALS [Lou Gehrig’s disease],

Huntington’s disease, and Alzheimer’s,”

Ranum notes. Understanding of the cellular

mechanisms involved has improved by leaps

and bounds, and genetic testing is now available.

Ataxia in the Lincoln family (continued from cover)

Laura Ranum, Ph.D.,
lead researcher

Bushara takes the reins
at Ataxia Clinic

Khalaf Bushara, M.D., became the new director of

the University of Minnesota Ataxia Clinic in January.

He replaces Christopher Gomez, M.D., Ph.D., who

accepted a position as chair of the Department of

Neurology at the University of Chicago. 

“I am excited because it gives me the opportunity

to have an even greater role in providing excellent

care for patients with ataxia,” Bushara says. “We

have this specialized clinic in ataxia, a relatively rare

disease, and it’s rewarding to be part of providing

expert care that people cannot get elsewhere.”

Bushara, who came to the University in 2000,

received his medical degree from the University of

Khartoum in Sudan and completed his residency at

the University of Wisconsin–Madison in 1997. From

1997 to 2000 he was a fellow with the National

Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke,

where he met Gomez.

“My taking the job in Chicago was made easier

knowing that Dr. Bushara was already at the

University of Minnesota,” Gomez says. “He has been

an excellent clinician who has contributed in ways

that I would not be able to.”

Bushara will continue to see patients as he directs

the staff at the Ataxia Clinic. He says he values the

clinic’s multidisciplinary approach, which he hopes

to expand by adding occupational therapists and

counselors to the team. He also hopes to enhance

collaboration among University researchers to further

investigations in rehabilitation methods and the

pathophysiology and genetics of ataxia.

New equipment
brightens the outlook
for ataxia research

The Bob Allison Ataxia Research Center (BAARC)

board illuminated ataxia research at the University

of Minnesota in January when it voted to purchase

the $140,000 Xenogen imaging system, a technology

that uses luminescence to monitor the health of cells

and assess the effectiveness of various therapies,

including treatments for ataxia. 

Here’s how it works: Researchers bioengineer the

cells they want to observe to produce luceriferase,

the same enzyme that makes fireflies light up the

night, says John Ohlfest, Ph.D., director of the gene

therapy program in the Department of Neurosurgery.

When they inject the cells into animal models, the

cells glow. The Xenogen system’s computer imaging

technology observes and quantifies the light signals

that the luceriferase-producing cells emit, allowing

researchers to monitor various processes, such as

what effect a certain therapy may have on the

neurons that die in a person with ataxia. 

Improving core labs is one of the BAARC board’s

highest priorities. “One way to accelerate research is

to put better tools into researchers’ hands, but getting

grant dollars for that equipment is increasingly

difficult,” explains Ohlfest. “The purchase of this

system represents BAARC’s first major step toward

funding state-of-the-art research equipment to support

core laboratories. In doing so, BAARC is creating the

greatest impact for research, not just in ataxia but

for Parkinson’s disease and other diseases as well.”
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Jim Schindler met Bob Allison on the baseball

field. They played together in the minor leagues

in the mid ’50s, and their personalities clicked 

off the field as well. Schindler left baseball a few

years later while Allison went on to play in the

majors, but the two stayed good friends.

Their friendship matured throughout the

following decades, until Allison died of complica-

tions from ataxia in 1995. Schindler remained a

family friend to Betty Allison and sons.

Just last year, Schindler knew he was facing

the end of his own life and began thinking

seriously about how to make his mark on the

world. At the Bob Allison Ataxia Golf Classic in

August, an emotional Schindler announced that

he would give $1 million to the Bob Allison

Ataxia Research Center’s important work in

support of ataxia research at the University 

of Minnesota.

Because of his personal commitment to the

Allison family, Schindler asked the BAARC board

to use his gift for its top priority: a chair in

translational research. This position will be 

given to an outstanding faculty member who 

will research ataxia and other neurodegenerative

diseases, with an ultimate goal of translating

breakthroughs in the lab to new treatments—

or even cures—for patients.

Schindler passed away in February and left

more than $1 million to BAARC in his estate.

But $2 million is required to fully fund the chair,

named the James Schindler and Bob Allison

Ataxia Chair in Translational Research.

“Jim once told me that he wanted to make a

difference in people’s lives,” says Mark Allison,

Bob Allison’s oldest son and chair of the BAARC

board. “We need to be able to recruit and retain

researchers who are top-notch in the field of

ataxia, and Jim’s gift makes that possible.

Without the talented researchers here, we

couldn’t keep making strides toward a cure.”

The chair is getting closer to being fully funded,

but it still needs additional contributions to make 

it a reality. To contribute to the chair, please contact

Kimberley Spear, director of development for BAARC,

at 612-624-4429 or k.spear@mmf.umn.edu.

Former teammate honors Bob Allison’s
legacy—and creates his own—with gift

Jim Schindler and
Bob Allison at the
1985 Major League
Baseball All-Star
Game


